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FOR EWORD
QUESTIONS BRING CLARITY

Choosing the right question is the hard part.

learned to ask great questions I saw that conflict

Asking it is easy.
How much time do we spend finding the right

led to breakthroughs. I saw individuals become
inspired by their own vision of possibilities.
Engagement and ownership multiplied.

questions? What opportunities are gained by
changing one word? How are we, as leaders,
developing our skills to ask spot-on questions?
Questions that unlock potential, remove

Aileen opened our eyes to other worlds of
thought. She taught us to ask more questions
and that great leadership is knowing how to

barriers, instil ownership and find clarity.

have a great conversation.

I met Aileen over coffee, after an acquaintance

This little book in your hand is the most

suggested we meet. My question to her that
day was: “How do I build a framework for
leadership in my company?” She didn’t answer

powerful leadership toolbox you will ever own.
The questions contained in these pages will
silence rooms, shift perspectives and expand

my question right away. Instead, Aileen posed
a series of her own questions. With more

possibilities. The greatness you will create by
adopting these questions is endless.

questions, came great excitement as we began
creating and unlocking a deep curiosity for
what we could do together. How could I have
known the impact a question posed to this
incredible woman would have?

Aileen is a master in her craft and I am thrilled
that she is able to share her work with you, so
that you too can shape a new world of leadership through conversation.

Over the next eighteen months, Aileen led my
team on a journey to define what makes a great
conversation. At its heart are questions. As we

Karina Birch, CEO, Rocky Mountain Soap
Company, Canmore, Alberta, Canada. 2016

INTROD UC T IO N
THIS IS A BOOK OF QUESTIONS

The word “question” contains the word “quest”.

make better, more productive and often more

Quests are an invitation to adventure, to
exploration, to discovery of new lands. Quests
open you up to learning and growth. Quests

creative decisions.

reveal what you’re capable of and ultimately
transform you.

differently. To be curious. To look more deeply
into what you’re capable of creating —alone
and together with your colleagues. Questions
connect people and inspire curiosity about

All quests start with a question. Yet questions
are one of the most under utilized tools for
leaders today.

Questions invite you to approach things

what’s possible.
Questions can lead to innovation, creativity,

Great questions will stop you in your tracks.
Will make you think more deeply about what’s
in front of you. Will inspire you to look at

accountability and ownership — all the things
companies say are essential to success in
today’s fast-paced, ever-evolving, environment.

challenges in new ways. Will open you up to
new possibilities and to solutions you would

Yet questions are seldom the first thing out of

not otherwise have considered.
Great questions create conversations. Real
conversations that slow you down in the busy
rush of every day and invite you to focus more

a leader’s mouth. Our prevailing belief is that
leadership relies on having the ‘right’ answers,
rather than on asking genuine questions.
People in formal positions of leadership often
feel pressure to have the solutions, to make the

clearly. Complete conversations that go deeper

decisions and to take all the responsibility.

than the superficial chit-chat that may consume
much of your day. Conversations where
you take time to explore options in order to

Great questions invite anyone — yes anyone
— to take on the mantle of being a leader.

Questions make it easier to speak up, to add

always wished you could have. Conversations

your ideas, to have your thoughts heard, to hear
the thoughts of other people and to take action
on things you really believe are important.

which you didn’t know how to start.
Arranged

under

alphabetical

topics,

you

Questions equip you to disrupt the status quo.
To effectively challenge the way things have

can flick through this book and quickly find a
question that relates to whatever situation you
find yourself in.

always been done. To explore whether the
answers that have always been relied on, truly
are in service of today’s goals for you, your

You’ll be familiar with some of the topics as
things you come across every day. Other

team or your business.
Questions connect people and create opportunities to learn from people who see the

topics might seem strange, unusual or even
provocative to you. Those may quite possibly
be the places where you most need to be
asking more questions. If the questions were

world from a different perspective than the
one you habitually take. Questions build relationships and take conversations to deeper,

easy, you’d already be using them.

more meaningful, more useful and more inspiring places.

invites you to be curious, creative, interested,
intrigued and constantly evolving as a leader.

And the best questions take you to places
you’ve never been before — into the ‘don’t

Find a question you haven’t asked before. Ask it.
Then listen carefully — very carefully — into what

know’ space, where you discover new possibilities that were previously hidden to you in
your business and in your life. Once there,
you’ll find even more questions that you haven’t asked before.

happens in the space your question creates.
Listen in for what you haven’t heard before. Slow
down and wait for the unexpected to emerge.
Watch for something you hadn’t previously seen
or heard. Prepare to be surprised.

This is a book of questions. It’s a primer to
inspire you to step into conversations you might
otherwise avoid. Conversations which you’ve

Each topic in this book starts with a quote or
a provocative statement that, in itself, invites
you to consider something in a different way.

Think of questions as a daily practice that

You can then explore and experiment with the

It starts with you and the questions you find the

three categories of questions under that topic:

courage to ask.

•

questions you can use to lead a group con-

It starts as you turn to the next pages of this

versation with your team, your colleagues
or your family;

book.

•

questions which you can pose to another
person to inspire their best possibilities at
work or in their life;

•

questions which invite you to take time
for self-coaching, personal reflection and
insight

The questions in this book will inspire you to
set out on new quests with and for your team.
It will open up new adventures and take your
business to destinations you didn’t believe
were reachable. Even if you don’t formally think
of yourself as a leader, asking the questions in
this book will bring out the leader in you.
Great Questions, combined with great listening,
inspire great conversations which in turn shift
relationships, transforming and creating leaders
at all levels in organizations and communities.
Leaders, not by virtue of position or job title.
Leaders who, by asking more questions, uncover
and reveal new paths along which you may travel
in your quest for a better world.
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TH E QU ES TI O NS
“Face to face conversation is the most human, and
humanizing, thing we do.”
— Sherry Turkle, Reclaiming Conversation

A C C E P TAN C E

A

When I accept that your thoughts, ideas,
perspectives and behaviours diff er from mine,
I see us as two humans being human. Acceptance
of each other is a starting point for a genuine
relationship.

LEADING A GROUP CONVERSATION
What does it mean to be fully human in our current environment?
How might acceptance be a tool for progress?
What do we need to accept more fully?
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INSPIRING A ONE-TO-ONE CONVERSATION

A

What do you need me to accept is right or wrong here?
Who do you need to accept this?
Where are you having trouble accepting that this is the only solution?
When do you reach the limits of what’s acceptable?
How might you accept this more easily?
What if you were just to accept this?
What if you don’t accept anyone else’s ideas on this matter?

SELF-COACHING AND REFLECTION
What can I accept about myself in this situation?
How might I accept this more easily?
Where am I having trouble accepting this is OK?
When do I reach my limits on what is acceptable?
Whose perspective am I open or not open to hearing?
What if I do accept that this is the best way forward?
What if I don’t accept there’s nothing more to do here?
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FOREWORD
“Human conversation is the most ancient and easiest way to cultivate the conditions for change - personal change, community and organisational change, planetary change. If we can sit together and talk about what’s important to us, we begin
to come alive.”
— MARGARET J WHEATLEY, from Turning to One Another)

We begin to come alive…
On the day of my 60th birthday, as I worked

patients live 25% longer, incur lower health-

on the pages of this book, I came across a re-

care costs and shorter hospital stays, when

search study which showed that people dying

compared to patients who were not asked that

of Stage 4 lung cancer relished honest, mean-

question each day.

1

ingful conversation. Each day they were asked
by a dedicated palliative care nurse, “What will

The question, and the conversation it gener-

make today a good day for you?” They were

ated, appeared to enrich and extend the last

asked this on each remaining day of their life.

days of their life.

These conversations — where they felt carers
truly listened to them — helped the terminal

1. As heard referenced on podcast https://onbeing.org/programs/atul-gawande-what-mattersin-the-end/ referencing the work of Jennifer Temel, at Massachusetts General Hospital
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If you’re reading this book, I trust you are not

make more conscious choices each moment

facing such a significant edge as your own mor-

of the day in your conversations and your

tality. You may, however, find that some of your

connections with people.

everyday conversations feel almost as scary or
painful. “I’d die if I said/heard that.”

I don’t know if it will save your life, but it might
save your relationship, job, project or team. It

Yet this research affirms that life gets better

might save you from embarrassment or fear. It

when we are curious enough to ask people

might save you from yourself. Or it might not. If

what gives their life meaning, and when we

it has any chance to save you in any way, it will

actually step into that conversation edge with

require you to play your part by putting these

them (as opposed to avoiding conversations

ideas into practice daily.

which we imagine to be as momentous as the
one about dying).

In this book, you’ll find the broader concept of
conversation broken down into small, specific

If making time for real conversation might pre-

practices. I invite you to focus on one prac-

vent us from getting ill or stressed in the first

tice at a time. The more you practice, the more

place, and might make for healthier people, rela-

your conversations will transform; one day it

tionships, organisations and a society, then why

will all come together as you realise you are

would we wait until we’re dying to find out? Why

hearing, seeing, experiencing and benefiting

not get much better at our conversations now?

from conversations in ways which had previously escaped you.

This book of practices will help you do so.
You’ll find and expand what I’m calling your
I want it to be as useful to you each day as

conversation edge: that moment when you hes-

the palliative care counsellors were for the

itate or pull back from what needs to be said.

patients in the study. I want it to be at hand
when you need it. I want it to be something

Once you go beyond that edge, your world

you’ll reach for and use. I want it to ask you to

changes.
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Now, as my editor pointed out, and since I’ve
lived and traveled extensively on both sides of
the pond, I’ve picked up, dropped, and picked
up again the various preferences, spellings and
linguistic ticks associated with these places. I
like to preten I’m ‘multilingual’ and this translates into my writing.
So you may come across various spellings or
grammatical styles and wonder if I’m being
British or North American. Since the book is
about conversation, I hope you don’t feel it
matters too much that these styles dance with
each other here.
I hope you enjoy the dance, as your conversation moves to a new rhythm in partnership
with others.

Aileen
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INTRODUCTION

CONVERSATION AS PRACTICE
“A practice may be defined as the dedicated, daily exercise of commitment, will,
and focused intention aimed, on one level at the achievement of mastery in a
field. Practice has a space - and that space is sacred.”
— STEPHEN PRESSFIELD, from his book, Turning Pro

Privileged as I have been with the confiden-

We’re much more casual about conversation.

tial conversations of my coaching clients for
many years, I have come to respect conver-

As one leader once commented to me, “I don’t

sation as a form of sacred space that invites

have time to do nice conversations with every-

devoted practice.

one, Aileen.” At the time, I failed to step into
deeper conversation with him to explore the

Yet, we rarely attend to conversation as prac-

territory and possibilities of conversations that

tice. Not in the way many of us approach yoga

go beyond coffee room chit-chat.

as a practice that invites daily devotion and

x

commitment in order to expand our bodies and

We are natural conversationalists; we can all

our minds; or in the way music can be a lifelong

talk, yet we’ve become lazy and casual with our

practice for even the most accomplished mu-

words, thoughts, attention and all too often

sicians; or in the way an athlete commits each

our relationships in a world that values quick

day to perfecting the nuances of technique that

answers and truncated responses. It’s a world

may lead to the winners podium.

where, as my colleague Gary Diggins once cit-

THE CONVERSATION EDGE

ed, we now rely on technology to convey our

Today’s dependence on smart phones and tab-

messages, and emojis to share our deepest

lets has relegated such meaningful conversa-

joys and concerns.

tion to not-so-close encounters of a third kind.
We might as well be aliens talking a different

In this world, conversations are often incom-

language and not understanding each other.

plete and unsatisfying.
“The art of conversation is perhaps the most
Yearning for deeper, more meaningful and

commonly neglected skill on the globe,” cites

more complete conversation, many people

Judy Apps in her book, The Art of Conversa-

turn to professional coaches, believing they

tion.2 Like any neglected art, it requires that

can’t have these important conversations in

you return to it through attentive practice

their workplace or their personal life without

—— one that, in the case of conversation, re-

support. My inspired conversations with peo-

minds you what it takes to live fully, with real

ple around the world suggest otherwise. My

human-to-human connection as an essential

work has taken me from Kazakhstan to Vene-

foundation for success.

zuela, across Europe and North American and
into Africa. In each of these places, across doz-

I ask you: how often do you leave a conver-

ens of cultures, people have responded ea-

sation feeling it wasn’t quite complete?

gerly when invited into the space for deeper
conversations.

Have you ever wished afterwards that you’d
said, done or asked something else? How often

In that sacred space, enriched by deep lis-

do you want to go back and express what you

tening, artful questions and mindful respect

said in a different way? How often do you hold

for each contributor, I’ve seen conversations

back from saying what was truly on your mind?

inspire new business ideas, save marriages,

Have you avoided saying something because

launch new careers, heal differences, build

you thought it would be uncomfortable for the

teams and enrich relationships.

other person to hear?

INTRODUCTION
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How often do your conversations fail to live

I want this for you too.

up to the outcomes you hoped for?
I want you, as a leader, to create conversations
These are the edges you come up against in

that bring people to their edges, and to explore

conversation: those moments when, if even one

beyond them together.

word had been said or heard differently, the
outcome might be different.

Leading people into the conversations they
yearn for will give you an unparalleled edge in

We all have these edges. And times call for us

today’s world, more so than those leaders who

to reclaim them, and discover what’s beyond.

think, like the client I mentioned earlier, that
conversation is only wasted time being nice

It is upon us to be courageous and curious

with each other.

enough to ask deeper questions, to start conversations with strangers and people we are

You may well have read one of the 40,000 or

curious to know better, to speak up and use

so books on the topic of conversation. You may

our voices when we have something to say. It

have digested various theories and frameworks.

is within us to explore new ideas with people

Perhaps you’ve been romanced by those that

who see the world differently from how we

offer you improved conversations in one eve-

look at it, and to connect more meaningfully

ning, or with little effort.

as real human beings rather than as job titles
or generic labels.

There’s a lot of theory, but there’s no silver bullet when you’re in an actual conversation. So,

I’ve watched many clients come to their edg-

I’ve created this book: not of theory or frame-

es in our coaching conversations. At first, they

works, but of practices.

hesitate to explore them. And I’ve also watched
and listened as clients move beyond their edg-

I offer you forty-nine small, bite-size elements

es, and discover themselves anew.

taken from the type of conversations that
have changed the lives of my coaching clients.
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You are invited to practice these one at a time

together differently,” she says, “is to live to-

throughout the year. Maybe you’ll choose one

gether differently.”

for a day, or one per week. Go slow with them.
Give each practice its due time and attention,

Conversation, I offer, is a practice that informs

so you can build up your skills. Eventually, you’ll

where life takes you. It will take you on a jour-

discover that your conversations are very differ-

ney of self-insight, deeper awareness, curiosity,

ent from what they used to be.

and exploration with others. It will open up new
worlds and possibilities in front of you —— be-

I urge you to focus on each subtle shift, practice

cause conversation is about:

by practice, conversation by conversation. Like
persisting with regular yoga, or developing any

•

the questions you ask…

athletic muscle, you’ll grow and stretch in grad-

•

the answers you hear…

ual steps. You’ll soon see these practices weave

•

what you listen for…

a subtle and intricate tapestry of conversation

•

where you listen from…

inside and around you, and out to everyone

•

how you connect to others…

with whom you connect.

•

caring…

•

curiosity…

Those edges you wanted to avoid will become

•

unleashing possibilities in people…

surmountable. You may even find you wel-

•

moving things forward together…

come them because you will have practiced

•

opening up to more than you can create on

the techniques and built the skills to navigate
them successfully —— with enthusiasm, confi-

your own…
•

dence and even joy.

discovering answers beyond what you think
possible…

•
Krista Tippet’s ON BEING podcast is one of

welcoming change, creativity, innovation
and transformation…

my favourite places to listen to enlightening

•

being disrupted and opened up…

and insightful conversations that make me

•

finding new edges and stepping beyond

think more deeply.“The purpose of speaking

them…

INTRODUCTION
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My hope for you as reader is that you come to
see each and every conversation as a form of
sacred space in which your life and leadership
are raised to a higher level.
As you practice, you’ll ease away from ineffective meetings, and move toward inspiring
conversations.
You’ll learn more about people than you ever
did before. You’ll also see new possibilities in
yourself and in others. You’ll see people take
ownership and accountability. You’ll achieve
more in life and in work. You’ll enjoy people
more, and they’ll love you for it.
Conversation is so much more than social chit
chat. It is fundamentally a unique part of being
human, and of being in relationship with each
other. That’s what makes it so vital to how you
lead —— and how you live.
Are you ready to practice?
Your life and your leadership warrant it.
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THE PRACTICES
I’ve grouped the practices into five sections,

CURIOSITY

mostly to give this book some structure, and to

Perhaps the most powerful area of practice, this

create an arc for your conversations. This is not

is where you master the art and craft of asking

intended as a linear or rigid framework and you

and addressing questions that take conversa-

will find that many of the practices are effective

tions to new and insightful levels.

in more than one stage of conversation. You
might also find that some of the practices seem

CLARITY

similar to each other. These are simply different

In these practices you’ll notice a theme of

ways or emphasising some key elements such

slowing down to get really clear about how

as slowing down, listening better and asking

you’re approaching, conducting and experi-

more questions.

encing your conversations, and what emerges
from them.

CONNECTION
The practices under this heading help you cre-

COMPLETION

ate real connection with others —— an essen-

These practices are the often over-looked as-

tial foundation for great conversation.

pects that make the difference on whether you
leave conversations feeling you’ve said, done,

CARING

heard and received everything you need to.

The practices here are designed to bring your

Bringing your attention to completion helps

awareness to what you truly care about and

you know your conversation has served you and

how you demonstrate your caring —— for oth-

others well, and that you can trust in what will

ers, and to others —— in the conversation.

happen as a result.
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Each practice is worded as if you will practice
it today. You may choose a different practice
each day, yet I encourage you to focus on one
practice for at least seven days at a time. Within
those seven days, re-commit and refocus daily
on your chosen practice, asking yourself what
you are learning and what is shifting for you as
you experiment with it.

THE PRACTICES
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1.CONNECT WITH THANK YOU
Ben, a C-suite executive, recently learned

Ben jumped into the problem, but didn’t

about a project that didn’t work out the way

pay attention to how Brian felt about the

he anticipated. One of his most trusted team

situation. Nor did he acknowledge Brian’s

members, Brian, confessed that he made a

willingness to have ‘fessed up to his mis-

mistake, and took the blame.

takes.

Later, when Ben told me about the situ-

Ben and Brian enjoy a good working rela-

ation during a coaching conversation,

tionship. Brian appreciates Ben’s trust; he’s

he was proud of the fact that he didn’t

comfortable coming to him in this type of

fly off the handle, or start criticising

situation.

Brian. Instead, he asked questions.
Ben’s immediate focus on the problem poWhich is good. However, Ben’s ques-

tentially undermined their strong connec-

tions were actually missteps, as each one

tion. Brian might even doubt whether it’s

started with “Why?”

worth being so honest in the future.

•

“Why did it go wrong?”

Connecting on a personal level as the

•

“Why did that happen?”

first step in conversation is key.

•

“Why did you do that?”

24

CONNECTION

As I coached Ben, we walked through ways

Ben ran through a few possibilities:

the conversation might have gone differently, and what might have happened if

“I could have slowed down and paid more

he’d paused to connect with Brian before

attention to how Brian was feeling. He

jumping in.

would have appreciated me acknowledging him in that way.

“How might I have done that?” Ben asked
me.

“I think it would have led to Brian being
even more open and telling me more about

“What if you had simply started with a

what actually happened. Instead I made

THANK YOU to Brian?”

him defensive.

Ben tapped himself on the forehead in

“By starting differently our conversation

a classic “doh!”. He couldn’t believe he

would have been more creative, collabora-

missed such an obvious opportunity.

tive and productive as a whole.

“Yes!” he reflected. “That would have led

“How could I have missed that? That one

to a much better conversation.”

word would have made a huge difference.
I’ll remember next time! Thank you.”

TODAY’S PRACTICE
Start each conversation with an authentic ‘Thank You’ or an acknowledgement. Watch
how the conversation progresses after this initial connection.

CONNECTION
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A DEFINITION OF LISTENING
I didn’t know there was a Global Listening Centre. I found it at
https://www.globallisteningcentre.org
They define listening as:
“a global, multimodal process that underlies effective interpersonal and intercultural relations. Listening is part attitude, marked by genuine respect and regard for all; part skill,
enabled by specific verbal and nonverbal behaviors; and part
physical, driven by a host of physiological, sensory-motor,
cognitive, and affective functions. Combined, these elements
shape the perceptual lenses through which humans interpret
and strive to understand themselves, colored by each individual’s cultural background.” 1
Their hope is not to set ‘the’ definition for all to follow, but instead to propose a broad, inclusive way in which we can all view
and understand what listening is.

A DEFINITION OF LISTENING
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THE 21 HABITS

HABITS 1 – 7: LISTENING TO YOURSELF
1.

First, Listen to Yourself

2.

Listen with Head and Heart

3.

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind, Healthy Listening

4.

Learn to W.A.I.T.

5.

Good Self-talk

6.

Ask for Feedback

7.

Your Daily Reflective Listening Ritual

HABITS 8 – 14: LISTENING TO EACH OTHER
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8.

Be P.U.R.E. in Your Listening Intention

9.

Listen to Connect

10.

Care About What’s Important

11.

Be Curious to Hear What You Don’t Know

12.

S.T.O.P. Talking (So the Other Person Can Talk)

13.

Agree and Complete

14.

Enjoy the Silence

NOW LISTEN

HABITS 15 – 21: LISTENING TO THE WORLD
15.

Listen for New Perspectives

16.

Listen with Integrity

17.

We’re All Connected

18.

Practice Radical Curiosity

19.

Explore the Clear Blue Skies

20.

Leave a Legacy of Listening

21.

Create Listening Circles

THE 21 HABITS
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OPENING
“For a word to be spoken, there must be silence.
Before and after.”
–Ursula K. Le Guin, from A Wizard of Earthsea

When I catch a quiet day on my favourite ski run, I stop halfway
down and listen to the deep silence of the mountain.
Well, I used to.
Tinnitus means that I will never truly know silence again. My
world is tainted by a persistent ringing on the left side of my
skull. My life plays out daily to the never-ending echo of a lightly
struck tuning fork, resonating constantly despite the fact that I
am now totally deaf in my left ear.
My work depends on deep listening, and here I am putting my
insights into a book about that very topic. Rather than a being a
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limitation, I’ve found that my tinnitus and one-eared deafness
actually enhance my listening.
My tinnitus disappears into the background when I’m talking, or
when I’m listening intently to another person. It serves as a form
of white noise; all other interference fades into the background.
I simply don’t notice it.
One client generously remarked that even with one functioning
eardrum, I still listen better than most people do with two. I’d
claim that this skill comes from years of conscious practice. With
that said, one intention for this book is that it inspires and supports you to also commit to honing your innate listening skills.
That way, to echo the Ursula K. Le Guin quote above, every word
can receive silent space in which to be heard.
To me, this quote infers that being spoken also means being heard.
Is a word truly spoken if it doesn’t land on a receptive ear and
become meaningful to the receiver? Is it otherwise nothing more
than another contribution to the cacophony of sound we struggle
to listen through every moment of every day? Indeed, every word
deserves silent space from where it can be held and heard.
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Our world is fast and noisy. In his book, Volume Control, David Owen
describes the increasing incidence of deafness in the population.2
It is a condition that most people neglect for up to 10 years, assuming it to be a natural part of the ageing process. Turning up the
TV and shouting to be heard are not solutions. Once your hearing
is compromised, as I now know, it doesn’t come back.
Over time, listening may diminish on physical, mental, and emotional levels, which can affect many aspects of our lives and relationships. We owe it to ourselves to more consciously develop, strengthen, and enhance our listening skills, and to create
healthier listening environments.
As in my earlier books, I invite you to approach listening at this
level as a life practice. There are many books on improving your
listening skills. Interestingly enough, the past few years has seen
an explosion in books alluding to our increased need for more
silence in a noisy world. (“Silence in a Noisy World” had actually
been the working subtitle for Now Listen, until I discovered how
many other books had beaten me to that title!)
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Like any skill, listening invites conscious and applied practice.
Similar to honing any other muscle and aptitude, listening improves as you give it more attention.
I imagine that you’re considering this book because, on some
level, you know you’re not quite as good a listener as you sometimes pretend to be. If you’re like most people (including myself,
despite decades of conscious practice) you turn your listening on
and off in different contexts and with different people.
You’ve likely developed habits of listening and non-listening that
others notice before you recognise them in yourself. And, you’re
likely using significant energy to combat the inefficiency of poor
listening—repeating yourself, revisiting conversations, and wasting time with misunderstandings and assumptions.
There’s nothing new in this book that likely hasn’t been suggested elsewhere. So, if this book is to make a difference for you, your
work, your relationships, and your life, it will need to be something you’re willing to pick up regularly and experiment with.
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I don’t anticipate that you’ll read it from front to back. It doesn’t
matter where you start. What does matter is that you bring with
you an intention to hear something that jumps off a page and
resonates; that you consider one or more of the 21 habits that
follow worth introducing into your life; and, that you hear the
possibilities this book contains.
A popular piece of Jewish folklore alludes to how the black ink of
the words on a page immediately grab our focus when we open
a book. We tend to only see the ink, because we’re habituated
to expecting a story to read, or information to assimilate. Yet, a
whole field of whitespace exists behind and around the words—
without which, the words would not be supported or formatted.
Indeed, the white space holds the story to be read.
We have a similar experience in our listening. We hear what we
want to hear, what we expect to hear, and what we assume we will
hear. All too often, our listening stays at that superficial level,
even though this can leave us unfulfilled, confused, or no more
informed that when we started a conversation or meeting.
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Like the white page behind words, there’s a big world of silence
to explore beyond the words and superficial noise of chitchat,
throw-away comments, questions to which we don’t wait for
answers, the constant drone of TV or radio, our addictions to
screens and mobile devices, and even our growing dependencies
on the likes of Alexa and Siri.
It takes layers of listening to open up that vast silence. When
we learn to listen more deeply into that silence, we discover
so much more about ourselves, about each other, and about
our world.
This book invites you to do so across three sections, each one
containing seven suggested listening habits:
•

Section One is about listening to yourself, your inner voice,
your thoughts and your intuitions.

•

Section Two looks at listening to each other—where, quite
possibly, our greatest challenges, and our greatest potential
gifts lie.
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•

Section Three goes into listening to the world. Like whitespace
on a page, listening to the world holds you in every moment
and experience, and gives context to how life unfolds.

The first habit in each section delves into the intention you bring
to listening, while each section’s last habit offers a suggested listening ritual.
If you have read my earlier book, The Conversation Edge, you’ll ‘get’
that the other five habits within each section follow the five ‘C’s
of conversation:
•

Connecting

•

Caring

•

Curiosity

•

Clarity

•

Completion

Don’t worry—my previous book is not a prerequisite for Now Listen, and these stages equally apply to the way we bring listening
into conversations.
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Could each section offer more than seven habits? Of course.
Some listening books are hundreds of pages long, and go into the
psychological, physical and philosophical layers of listening.
For me, I want this book to do its work on your listening—and for
you to help it along the way. Therefore, on the page opposite each
habit, you’ll find ample whitespace for journaling and notes, so
you can actively work on the suggested habit, take time to reflect,
and uncover how to work with the habit in your life.
Your journal pages can be places you revisit often, whether to
review your notes, or add new ones related to your listening experience. You can also use the journal space to create an ongoing
record of how you develop as a listener, and to note things that
shift and change for you and your listening over time.
I hope that the practical design will make Now Listen an easy and
useful tool you can reach for every day, flick open to a page, and
discover an immediate idea or insight that will positively affect
the way you listen and hear.
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HABIT 4
LEARN TO W.A.I.T (WHY AM I TALKING?)

Do you really hear yourself when you are talking? Just today, I
saw a post from Bernard Looney, chief executive at the global
corporation, BP plc, where he reminds us of one of his mother’s
favorite sayings: We have two ears and one mouth, and should
use them in that proportion.6
I’ve seen and heard lots of people mentioning this phrase lately,
yet it seems hard to live up to. The habit here is to first hear yourself, and then realise that you may be talking too much.
Make it a habit to W.A.I.T., and ask:
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•

Why Am I Talking?

•

With this awareness, move into listening.

NOW LISTEN

HABIT 4

How, where, when, with whom, might you apply this habit in your work and life?

Practice this habit for one full day. What do you notice and learn?

After one week of using this habit in your life and work, what is different?

Return to this habit after one month. How has it impacted you, your conversations, your relationships, your leadership, your work, and your life? How do you
now rate yourself as a listener?

HABITS 1 – 7
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As an author, Aileen Gibb
mines her decades of conversation, coaching, facilitation and leadership experience with clients around
the world, turning real-life
stories into invaluable, everyday tools, tips and techniques which make a difference to people in all walks of
life. Conversation, she believes, is a fundamentally unique part
of being human, and of being in relationship with each other.
“In conversation, we meet ourselves at new edges of insight and
understanding,” she says. “When we discover what lies beyond
those edges, everything shifts.” Aileen splits her time between
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her Scottish homeland, and her adopted home in the Rocky
Mountains of Canada. She gains inspiration from both landscapes, as well as from her conversations with mission-driven
individuals and organisations, with whom she coaches. To explore Aileen’s work, or to contact her for a conversation, got to
www.aileengibb.com
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